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Cancer is still a less understood disease, as cancer treatment takes place around the world without clear understanding of 
how cancer develops. This is mainly due to the limitation of the science that guides the medical research studies, which 

restricts the parameters of scientific research to the physical plane alone. Living phenomena is not only composed of the 
physical body, but also the dynamic components-the mind and vital force. But these dynamic components are in the energy 
plane, so its existence is not tangible. Hence, the role of these entities and its influence in the functioning of the physical body 
is never scientifically understood and explored in the treatment process-to understand how diseases develop and utilizing 
them in the cure of the diseases. Dynamic science is a new set of hypotheses, introduced by this author that explain in modern 
scientific perspective-how mind, vital force and DNA, that regulates the cell multiplication, are interconnected. This is an 
important discovery that helps in understanding holistically how cancer develops and in identifying and rectifying the root 
causes that produce the cancer from all possible dimensions. These are very important requisites to design a solution or 
treatment to produce a complete cure of cancer and other chronic diseases, if within the reversible limits. Inductive logical 
analysis of cancer gives a clear understanding about the origin of cancer. With the understanding of how cancer develops, the 
reversal of the cancer-cure, become very simple and easier. This is the process applied in the DSA natural cancer treatment 
methodology. Dynamic science based holistic understanding of how mind, vital force (soul) and DNA are interconnected, helps 
in understanding how cancer develops and the root causes that produce cancer from all possible dimensions. Identification and 
rectification of the root causes of cancer along with natural medicines and judicious application of surgery are very important 
components of DSA natural cancer treatment methodology that can produce possible complete cure of cancer, if within the 
reversible limits and is believed to be the best, latest and safest natural cancer treatment.
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